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The authors have mostly responded correctly to my comments and I accept the article to be
published in WES. It is rather unfortunate that authors cannot change any figures because the
first author is unavailable and this person was the only capable of making the plots. The proposed
changes in figures from my side are minor so I think it should not be a big problem for the present
article. However, I would recommend that more than one author can actually produce and modify
the figures for future article submissions.

In my personal opinion, if an author is not willing to be part of the review process one could
consider to remove this author from the author list and possibly add this person to the acknowl-
edgments. This may seem harsh but all authors should be part of the review process as all authors
can be held responsible for what is written in the article.

I have a few comments regarding the responses from the authors (that do not need to be
addressed for present article):

Main comments

3. Thanks for clarifying M4, I was clearly confused about the parameter N . I follow your
argument on M4 that it is beneficial to have a superposition method that does not lead to
zero wind turbine power for those cases where we are not expecting below cut-in wind speeds.
It is true that none of the superposition methods follow mass or momentum conservation but
I am not yet convinced that M4 makes sense as a wake superposition method. I think a
comparison the new superposition method with a full CFD model could be an interesting
verification study.

4. You could consider an inversed 1D momentum method to estimate the freestream from a
local cell-averaged wind speed similar to Abkar and Porté-Agel 2015 [1].

8. The effect of Coriolis forces on a small wind farm is indeed negligle as you have shown, but
if you had investigated a larger wind farm, then the effect should be much stronger and you
would probably have found larger impacts on wind turbine power, see for example Fig. 6.2
in [2]. I do agree that using 50 or 55 degrees for the latitude is probably not going to be
critical for the results as the Coriolis parameter or surface Rossby number would only be
10% different and the effect of the surface Rossby number in the inflow is small for offshore
surface Rossby numbers ( 109), see for example Figs 6 and 7 from [3].
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